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Exploring patient controlled anaesthesia as a complex adaptive system using a mathematical model
Gernot Ernst
Blefjell hospital Kongsberg, Anesthesiology, Pain and Palliative Care Unit, Kongsberg, Norway

Introduction: Our understanding about pain and pain mechanisms has increased impressively in the last two decades. Numerous factors have 
influence on pain signals; increasing, decreasing or modulating percepted pain. Subjective pain has several interacting dimensions. Modulating 
factors include somatic, psychological and social influences. Patient controlled anaesthesia (PCA) is a highly dynamical process with adaptive 
elements, which include pain properties, patient characteristics and pharmacological details. All elements are part of a complex adaptive system 
(CAS) which can be modelled as a dynamical system. Goal of this in-silico study was to test effects of different pain dynamics, pharmacological 
properties and patient behaviour on the analgesic effect of patient controlled anaesthesia.

Powersim is a graphical programming system to model dynamics. One or several real or artificial units can be processed in influenced by the 
variables used. Using a numerical and dynamical approach makes it possible to investigate the effects of negative and positive feedback loops. The 
system accepts to a certain grade differential equations, which are not solved, but can be used when iterating the system. Powersim is focused on 
economical analysis, but can be used to model any other system, such as ecological systems, sociological systems or others.

Assumptions: The presented model has several assumptions based on experimental findings: (1) There exist nociseptive pathways (coming from 
periphery) and antinociseptive pathways (coming from central nervous system) (2) Nociseptive and antinociseptive signals are integrated  (3) 
Integrated signals are perceived as pain intensity which can be modelled as scale between 0 and 100  (4) Pharmacological approaches either 
decrease nociseption (NSAIDs) or increase antinociseption (opioids) (5) Noise is an integral part of the system

Model: Under the assumption that nociseption and perception correlates, and that perception is showed by a VAS, it seems appropriate to model 
the relation between nociseption and perception as growth function with a sigmoid curve. This means that a nociseption  0 should approach 0 
and a nociseption  ∞ should approach 100 asymptomatic, each. This can be modelled with the logistic differential equation

(1) 100 *  exp ((x-p)/q)         . 
          100 + exp ((x-p)/q)

where p and q modifies the steepness of the curve.  For p = 0.4 and q = 12  the function is shown in Fig.1 :

Figure 1: Nociseption/perception curve

“Nociseptive Input” and “Antinociseption” are variables/time-units. “Nociseption” represents the relative activity of the system and the variable 
changes over time. Thus, the system represents nothing other than a differential equation of the type: dx/dt =  dy/ dt – dz/dt, where x represents the 
amount of nociseptive signals reaching supraspinal centres, y represents the amount of nociseptive signals from the periphery and z represents the 
amount of segmental and supraspinal antinociseptive signals (Fig. 2).
Adding the condition to use analgesics which increase antinociseptive input (“opioids”) if the pain intensity is over a certain limit, leads to a 
“patient controlled analgesia”-model  (Fig. 4). 

Figure 2: Simple nociseptive model Figure 3: Typical output (red curve: VAS, green curve: “opioid”)
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Figure 4: Model with included opioid
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Figure 5: Used acute pain model, with 50 reference runs. Figure 6: Same parameters, after including an “opioid”
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Figure 7: Hours with VAS over 90, 50 and 30, respectively without and with “opioid”

Figure 5 to 7 show a typical experiment with a short increase in VAS comparable to a acute pain and the influence of a “pain killer” which was 
“taken” always when VAS increased 30

Possible questions to the model (examples):

Influence of noise
Influence of the steepness of perception curve
Influence of delay of pharmacological interventions
Influence of two medicaments

Conclusion: Mathematical models are feasible to explore the complexity of interactions 
between different pain situations, the use pharmacological agents and different patient 
strategies to use PCA.
As in every model, the clinical relevancy has to be shown in experiments.
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